Work report on NVDA project for the month of April
eSpeak Part
Bengali: Exception word pronunciation revision done for these words:
মবার, অমলকান্তি, আসনতলল, ইমনকলযান, কচকন্তচ, খরখলর, ন্তখড়ন্তক, গজগজ, ছটপট, টনটলন, ছালবাকল, ফু লশয্যা,
পাগলা, ময্যাদা, আত্ম, দদখন্তছ, দরকার, একটি, চারটি, ললবা, লা, অথচ, দুুঃখ
List of new joint words added for Bengali:
মরসঙ্গী, চু পচাপ, আকাশবানী, আমপাতা, কাজকময , সবরকম , ন্তদনরাত , আমরাই, দদবলদবী, ন্তবদঘুলট
Added phoneme rules for<group.ব>
Redefined phoneme rules for < .group য়>
Redefined phoneme rules for < .group এ>
Redefined phoneme rules for < .group অ>
Phoneme modification done for .group য্
We are looking forward to closure of Bengali soon. We have requested our testers in India and
in Bangladesh to help us test Bengali vigorously. We are hoping to complete the basic support
to Bengali soon.
Oriya: Modified translation for the number 1 to 100
Our tester for Oriya is from Odisha. He participated in a training session on audio recording of
the misspelled words/pronunciations. This will help us provide the basic support to its best. He
will also be testing MS Windows in-built on Oriya keyboard and give us feedback.
Gujarati: Resolved the problem with choti ee plus nasal sound.
For example: ક િંજ, બ િંદુ, સ િંધ,ુ ક િંત,ુ
Resolved the problem with badi ee plus nasal sound.
For example: ઈંદ્રીય, ીંદુર, ીંચાય, ીંગ, ીંબુ, ીં ડો, ળીંધ્યાચ, રીંગ, પીંગલ, ટીંચર, ચીંતા.
With the above two resolved issues we are hoping to close Gujarati as well. Our tester in
Gujarati has informed us that with the above two bugs the basic support to Gujarati will be
complete and we can then look forward to close Gujarati soon with its basic support phase.
Hindi: Modified phoneme /a~/
Improved pronunciation of words like प ाँच, स ांच, ज च
ां , etc.

Telugu
Our tester in Telugu is providing us with the test reports to help us understand the problems in
basic support to Telugu. This month we have given a short training to him to do the recording
of the mispronounced Telugu words and problems in the language.
NVDA development
Development is in progress to enhance support to Excel. Some important issues are being
worked on.

